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Abstract: An integrated method for fault detection of bearing using wavelet packet energy (WPE)
and fast kurtogram (FK) is proposed. The method consists of three stages. Firstly, several commonly
used wavelet functions were compared to select the appropriate wavelet function for the application
of WPE. Then the analyzed signal is decomposed using WPE and the energy of each decomposed
signal is calculated and selected for signal reconstruction. Secondly, the reconstructed signal is
analyzed by FK to select the best central frequency and bandwidth for the band-pass filter. Finally, the
filtered signal is processed using the squared envelope frequency spectrum and compared with the
theoretical fault characteristic frequency for fault feature extraction. The procedure and performance
of the proposed approach are illustrated and estimated by the simulation analysis, proving that the
proposed method can effectively extract the weak transients. Moreover, the analysis results of gearbox
bearing and rolling bearing cases show that the proposed method can provide more accurate fault
features compared with the individual FK method.

Keywords: wavelet packet energy (WPE); fast kurtogram (FK); wavelet packet parameters; rolling
element bearing

1. Introduction

The condition monitoring of rolling bearings is very important in ensuring the safety of the
mechanical system as it is one of the basic components and widely applied in various rotating machines.
The measured dynamic signal of bearing has the characteristics of non-linear and non-stationary
with various background noise. Moreover, the original signal is too low in energy to extract fault
characteristics. As a result, some progress has been made in the research of effective health monitoring
for mechanical system and key components in recent years [1–3]. The vibration signal produced by the
rotating machine contains significant information related to the state of the machine; therefore, the
vibration-based analysis has been widely used as an effective method to identify the machine faults [4].
However, the measured vibration signal is consisted of stationary, non-stationary, and background
noise. It is necessary to select appropriate signal processing technology to obtain effective fault features
for rolling bearings fault detection [5–7].

In the fault diagnosis of rolling bearings, the analysis method based on the time domain and
frequency domain are commonly used for stationary signal processing, and the time-frequency domain
analysis method has been widely used to analyze the non-stationary signals for fault features extraction
in both the time and frequency domains. The popular time-frequency analysis methods include
short time Fourier transform (STFT), empirical mode decomposition (EMD), Wigner-Ville distribution
(WVD), wavelet pack transform (WPT), etc. Although these methods have been widely used in fault
detection, they also have their own shortcomings. For instance, the STFT cannot satisfy the localization
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of time and frequency at the same time. The WVD is affected by cross-interference items. The EMD can
effectively decompose amplitude modulation signals into a series of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs),
but it is easily affected by modal aliasing, which makes IMFs lose their specific physical meaning.
Compared with the above-mentioned method, WPT can perform orthogonal decomposition on the
signal of the whole frequency band to obtain more detailed and comprehensive information. Therefore,
it has been widely used in fault diagnosis of gearboxes, rolling bearings, and rotors [8–10]. On the
basis of WPT, wavelet packet energy (WPE) is an improved time-frequency analysis method which can
get the energy change of the signal in each frequency band and then extract the characteristic frequency
band signal to reflect the impact vibration phenomenon of bearing. In recent years, WPE has become a
prevalent method in the field of machinery condition monitoring and fault diagnosis [11–14].

Spectra kurtosis (SK) is one of the effective approaches for transient signal enhancement. It was
originally developed by Dwyer [15] to highlight the transient components. The spectra kurtosis method
uses the properties of kurtosis, is very sensitive to the transient components in a signal, and can provide
an index for indicating the frequency band for transient components extraction. The definition of the
“kurtogram” was first introduced by Antoni [16]. The fast kurtogram (FK) overcomes the limitation of
pre-determining the parameters for the band-pass filter and can optimize the parameters adaptively
according to the characteristics of the analyzed signal. Therefore, FK has been favored in the field of
rotating machinery fault detection, and has been widely adopted and developed in recent years. Smith
et al. applied the FK to analyze the vibration signal obtained from a planetary gearbox test bench for
detecting planet bearings faults [17]. He et al. proposed a new multi-faults detection method using the
FK and Minimum entropy deconvolution (MED) to extract weak impulsive signal [18]. Zhang et al.
presented an effective method for band-filter parameter optimization in rolling element bearing fault
diagnosis based on the genetic algorithms and FK [19]. The above research shows that the FK can be
applied to bearing fault diagnosis and extract the fault features effectively.

To effectively extract fault features from background noise, this paper proposes a hybrid method
based on WPE and FK for bearing fault diagnosis. Firstly, in order to select the optimized wavelet
packet basis function and obtain a reconstructed signal with sufficient fault information, various
wavelet functions are compared and the energy distribution were analyzed. Secondly, FK analysis is
carried out on the reconstructed signal to select the optimal center frequency and bandwidth of the
band-pass filter. Finally, the filtered signal is processed with the square envelope spectrum, and the
fault features are extracted for bearing fault detection. Compared with the conventional FK analysis, the
diagnosis result shows that the proposed method not only can extract the fault characteristic frequency
but also optimize the wavelet packet parameters. Therefore, the effectiveness of the proposed method
in the fault diagnosis of rolling bearings is verified.

The remainder of this paper is outlined as follows. A brief review of the theoretical background
of wavelet packet transform and fast kurtogram are presented in Sections 2 and 3. In Section 4,
the performance evaluation of the proposed method based on simulation study is introduced. The
procedure of the proposed method is demonstrated in Section 5. Section 6 validates the practical
applications of the detector via application case studies. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 7.

2. Wavelet Packet Transform

2.1. WPT

Compared with wavelet decomposition, wavelet packet (WPT) makes up for the shortcomings of
high-frequency part decomposition of the measurement signal. It separates the frequency band of the
signal in multiple levels and refines the fault features of the measurement signal in each frequency
band [20,21]. Suppose the original signal is xn

j (t) ∈ un
j , then xn

j (t) can be decomposed by wavelet
packet as:

xn
j (t) =

∑
t

d j,n
l un

(
2 jt− l

)
(1)
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Among them, j represents the scale and l represents the translation factor. un
(
2 jt− l

)
represents

the basis function in un
j , and d j,n

l represents the WPT coefficient. {d j,n
l } can be decomposed into {d j, 2n

l }

and {d j, 2n+1
l }, namely: 

d j,2n
l =

∑
k

ak−2ld
j+1,n
k

d j,2n+1
l =

∑
k

ak−2ld
j+1,n
k

(2)

where k represents the translation parameter; n represents the oscillation parameter.

2.2. Frequency Band Energy Feature Extraction

Suppose the highest frequency of the time signal x(t) is fmax, and perform J-layer WPT
decomposition on x(t) to get 2J groups of WPT coefficients, respectively wJi

(
i = 0, 1, · · · , 2J

− 1
)
.

The frequency band corresponding to these 2J coefficients is
[

i
2J fmax, i+1

2J fmax
]
.

Take the three-layer WPT as an example. First, find the signal energy of each frequency band.
Suppose the corresponding energy of w3i(i = 0, 1, · · · , 7) is E3i(i = 0, 1, · · · , 7), then:

E3i = ||w3i||
2 =

∫ +∞

−∞

|w3i|
2dt (3)

Secondly, the feature vector is constructed with E3i as the element:

T = [E30, E31, · · · , E37] (4)

When the signal energy is large, E3i(i = 0, 1, · · · , 7) represents a large value, so it will bring
certain difficulties in signal processing. Therefore, the feature vector T will be normalized:

E =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
7∑

i=0

|E3i|
2

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
2

(5)

Finally, get the normalized vector R = [E30/E, E31/E, · · · , E37/E].

3. Kurtogram Calculation

Antoni clarified the theoretical basis of spectral kurtosis (SK) for diagnosing mechanical faults,
and successfully applied the SK method in actual mechanical fault diagnosis [22]. Subsequently, some
researchers combined SK with other methods for machinery fault detection and achieved certain
results [23,24]. Considering the Wold-Cramer decomposition of non-stationary measurement signals,
and define Y(t) as the system excited by the signal x(t), then Y(t) can be presented as:

Y(t) =
∫ +∞

−∞

e j2π f tH(t, f )dX( f ) (6)

where dX( f ) is a spectral process, H(t, f ) is the complex envelope of process Y(t) under frequency f .
The SK using the fourth-order spectrum cumulate is defined as:

C4Y( f ) = S4Y( f ) − S2
2Y( f ) ( f , 0) (7)

where S2nY( f ) indicates the instantaneous moment of order 2n, which can be expressed in Equation (8).
It has the ability of presenting the complex envelope energy.

S2nY(t, f ) = E{
∣∣∣H(t, f )dX( f )

∣∣∣2n
}/d f (8)
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Hence the SK in the energy-normalized fourth-order spectral can be cumulated:

SKY( f ) =
C4Y( f )

S2
2Y( f )

=
S4Y( f )

S2
4Y( f )

− 2, f , 0 (9)

A simple model of the measured signal can be represented x(t) = z(t) + n(t), x(t) is the measured
vibration signal, n(t) is the random noise signal, and z(t) is the pure measurement signal. SKX( f ) and
SKZ( f ) are used to represent the measured vibration signal and the SK of the pure measurement signal
respectively, then SK is written as

SKx( f ) =
SKz( f )

[1 + ρ( f )]2
(10)

where ρ( f ) = S2N( f )/S2Z( f ) represents the power spectral density (PSD) ratio of the noise to the
actual vibration signal. It can be seen that SKx( f ) and SKz( f ) are approximately equal at frequencies
with a large signal-to-noise ratio, and SKx( f ) is approximately equal to zero at frequencies with strong
random noise.

4. Simulation Analysis

4.1. Data Acquisition

The vibration signal of a bearing with incipient faults can be represented as an amplitude
modulation model. Considering the random sliding process, the modeled vibration signal can be
expressed in Equation (11):  x1(t) =

M∑
m=1

Ah1

(
t− i

fi
− τi

)
h1(t) = exp(−C1t) cos(2× 3000πt)

(11)

where A = 1 is the amplitude of the modeled signal, Ci = 900 is attenuation coefficient, fi = 100 Hz is
the fault characteristic frequency, τi is the random fluctuation that occurs during the i-th impact. The
sampling frequency of the data is 20 kHz, and the sampling points is 8192.

4.2. Optimization of the WPE Parameters

Figure 1 shows the waveform and the corresponding spectrum of the simulated outer race fault
signals. It is not easy to recognize the fault features of the simulated signal from Figure 1.

In order to get better wavelet packet parameters, firstly, select several commonly used wavelet
packet parameters (i.e., db1, db3, db5, db7, db10, coif1, coif2, coif3, coif4, coif5, sym1, sym3, sym5,
sym7, sym10) from Table 1. Then, decomposed, energy calculated and reconstructed by using the
above 15 wavelet functions respectively. Secondly, the reconstructed signal is filtered using FK and the
filtered signal is square envelope spectrum analysis. Then, compare the amplitude of square envelope
spectrum to determine the optimal wavelet base in Figure 2. It can be seen that db1, coif2, and sym1
decomposition effect is better than others. To further select the wavelet function, the above three
wavelet functions are compared as shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the decomposition of db1
and sym1 are similar, better than coif2. Finally, due to the db1 and sym1 decomposition effect being
similar, then select the wavelet function (i.e., db2, db3, db4, db5) and (i.e., sym2, sym3, sym4, sym5)
for comparison. Figure 4a,b depict that decomposition of db2, db3 and sym2, sym3 show a similar
effect; however, the magnitude of db4, db5 is greater than the magnitude of sym4, sym5 in Figure 4c,d.
Therefore, wavelet function dbN decomposition is best.
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Table 1. Wavelet packet parameters.

Wavelet Function Order Range

dbN 1–45
coifN 1–5
symN 1–45
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The above concludes that the decomposition of wavelet function dbN is the best. However, the
order of the wavelet packet is not determined. In this paper, we applied the FK to optimize the wavelet
packet order. The FK of the reconstructed signal is depicted in Figure 5. It can be found that the center
frequency of FK utilize db3 is located in the subspace the frequency band. Therefore, db3 is selected as
the wavelet function.
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4.3. Results and Analysis

The WPE method is utilized to extract the fault characteristics of the faulty signal. The wavelet
function db3 is used, decomposition layers are selected to be 3, then 8 decomposition bands are
generated and the frequency range of 3-layer wavelet packet displayed in Table 2. The proportional
relationships of the energy bands are analyzed and calculated; the comparison result is illustrated in
Figure 6 by histograms. It can be seen that the changes in the WPE distribution is presented in the node
[3,2] and the node [3,3]. Figure 7 illustrated the results of the square envelope spectrum the proposed
method, and fo represents the fault frequency of the bearing outer ring.

Table 2. The frequency range of three layer wavelet packet decomposition.

Serial Number Node Situation Frequency/Hz

1st node[3,0] 0–1250 Hz
2nd node[3,1] 1250–2500 Hz
3rd node[3,2] 2500–3750 Hz
4th node[3,3] 3750–5000 Hz
5th node[3,4] 5000–6250 Hz
6th node[3,5] 6250–7500 Hz
7th node[3,6] 7500–8750 Hz
8th node[3,7] 8750–10,000 Hz
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5. The Flowchart of the Fault Diagnosis Method

This paper proposes a new method using wavelet packet energy (WPE) and fast kurtogram (FK).
The specific diagnosis steps are as follows, and the basic process is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Rolling bearing fault diagnosis flowchart.

(1) By selecting the appropriate wavelet function and the number of decomposition layers, the
measurement signal is decomposed by WPT and passed to obtain the WPT coefficient of each node;

(2) Calculate the WPT energy value of each node;
(3) Select the decomposed signal with the concentrated energy for reconstruction;
(4) Calculate the SK map of the acquired reconstructed signal and select the center frequency and

bandwidth corresponding to the maximum kurtosis value;
(5) Filter the reconstructed signal using the optimized center frequency and bandwidth as the

band-pass filter parameters;
(6) Perform square envelope demodulation on the filtered signal to obtain the envelope spectrum of

the signal;
(7) Analyze the envelope spectrum to obtain the fault diagnosis result.

6. Experiments Validation

6.1. Data Acquisition

The first verification test case is fault detection for rolling bearing. The bearing test rig consists
of a motor, coupling, intermediate shaft, supporting bearings, and electrical brake, as shown in
Figure 9. A piezoelectric accelerometer was installed vertically on the drive end of the motor, and
another piezoelectric accelerometer was positioned on the bearing housing with a sensitivity of
1.04 mV/ms2. The standard load of the bearing test rig is 680 Nm, and the final output speed is 388 rpm.
Tables 3 and 4 show the parameters of the experimental bearing, among them, fo, fi, fb, and fc are the
fault characteristic frequencies of the outer ring, inner ring, rolling element, and cage of the rolling
element bearing, respectively.
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Table 3. The parameters of the motor bearings.

Bearing Designation Pitch Diameter Dm (mm) Ball Diameter d (mm) Ball Numbers z

6206ZZ 46.4 9.53 9
fo fi fb fc

89.33 130.99 62.42 9.93

Table 4. Specifications of the supporting bearing.

Bearing Designation Pitch Diameter Dm (mm) Ball Diameter d (mm) Ball Numbers z

6008 54 7.9 12
fo fi fb fc

49.25 65.17 33.60 4.10

6.2. Motor Bearing Fault Detection

Figure 10 shows the waveform and its frequency spectrum. It is not easy to identify the fault of
rolling bearing from Figure 10. Thus, it is necessary to conduct further analysis.

The proposed method is used to handle the measured signal of the gearbox bearing. In Figure 11,
the changes in WPE distribution in the node [2,3] and the node [3,6] can be seen. Selecting the above
two subspaces are applied as the eigenvalue of the outer race fault signals. To further prove the
superiority of the proposed method, the individual FK method is applied for comparison. Figure 12
shows the analysis results of the proposed method and the individual FK method. Three obvious
spectrum lines pointed at the characteristic frequencies of the bearing with outer race (i.e., fo, 2 fo, and
3 fo) can be recognized in Figure 12a. In contrast, although three harmonics of fault frequency (i.e., fo,
2 fo, and 3 fo) can be identified in Figure 12b, the noise is significantly more than the proposed method.
The experimental results demonstrated that the proposed method can obtain more accurate recognized
result than the individual FK method for bearing outer race fault detection.
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6.3. Supporting Bearing Fault Detection

Figure 13 depicts the waveform and spectrum. Evidently, the fault feature information is merged
with random noise. Thus, the diagnosis is barely possible.
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The proposed method is utilized to diagnosis the fault information. In Figure 14, the changes
in WPE distribution in the node [3,4] and the node [3,5] are shown. Figure 15 illustrates the analysis
results of the individual FK and the proposed method, respectively. It can be found from Figure 15a
that the result presented obvious peaks reflected the supporting bearing fault and its harmonics. In
Figure 15b, although the inner race fault frequency and its harmonics can be recognized, the signal-to
noise ratio is poor. The comparison results show that the proposed method is more accurate than the
individual FK method in supporting bearing fault diagnosis.
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7. Conclusions

Aiming at the problem of energy concentration of faulty bearing vibration signals, this paper
proposed a new method combining wavelet packet energy (WPE) and fast kurtogram (FK) to extract
the transient signals. In the simulation analysis, the wavelet packet parameters were optimized by
comparison analysis. And it is verified that the wavelet function of db3 can obtain better decomposition
results than others. Through experiments, even both the proposed method and the individual FK
method can obtain the bearing faults characteristic frequency, but it can be seen that the results of
the proposed method significantly exceeds the results obtained by the individual FK method. In
addition, the signal-to-noise ratio of the envelope spectrum obtained by the proposed method is much
higher than that of the individual FK method. Therefore, the experiment results demonstrate that the
proposed method outperforms the individual FK method. Furthermore, it can effectively solve the
energy concentration problem in feature extraction for bearing fault.
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